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l Flamenco Vive is a company dedicated exclusively to the sales, marketing and

promotion of all Flamenco related items. Established in 1994, El Flamenco

Vive has distributed flamenco products to over 30 countries. They have two

different locations in Madrid. The shop located on Calle Conde de Lemos, 7 is

dedicated to music, instruments and publications. They have the largest flamenco record

catalogue in the world: from the first original recordings to the very latest modern ones. They

also have limited edition collections of their own publications: books, albums, Cd's and

DVD's, enabling customers to gain a cultural concept of this diverse art. Besides recordings

the shop sell authentic Spanish and Flamenco guitars made by renowned luthier Ricardo

Sanchís Carpio & Sons, and will offer expert advice in choosing the right purchase for your

needs. They also have an impressive collection of Cajons, including own branded, along with

castanets and a vast range of accessories from mobile floors to tuners. In the shop, located on

Duque de Fernán Núñez, 5 El Flamenco Vive, is one of the largest collections of clothing,

shoes and accessories for Flamenco dancing in Spain. Flamenco dress is just as important as

the music. Ballet Nacional de España, Ballet Flamenco de Andalucía, Nuevo Ballet Español,

Cristina Hoyos, Belén Maya, Juan Ramirez, Alejandro Granados, Mary Paz Lucena, Domingo

Ortega, Miguel Ángel Espino, Fundación Antonio Gades... are renowned artists that always

required profesional grade shoes. Their feet are part of their art and El Flamenco Vive offers

such artists their own top quality brand: ArteFly. When you enter the shop, fine shoes of

leather and nappa in a rainbow of colours are exposed like jewels in glass showcases. The

enchanting visual effects are enriched with the odours of leather and the sound of hammering

from the workshop below, the space where the ceremony of creating the shoes that are pieces

of art. A visit to this unique world-renowned shop is a must when in Madrid. The full range of

their products are also available to purchase online with worldwide shipping.

El Flamenco Vive,
www.elflamencovive.com
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